Thesis 1:

Formula:

In chapter (1) of Candide, Voltaire satirizes the (2) folly/vice (choose one) of (3) ___________________________ with the use of (4) (literary device(s) affecting the development of ___the satire)___ in order to (5) ______(state the passage’s purpose)___(6) ____________ (articulate a theme/universal idea)___.

Actual thesis to complete:

In Chapter 11 of Candide, Voltaire satirizes the hypocrisy of the Pope with the use of (4) (literary device(s) affecting the development of the satire)___ in order to (5) ______(state the passage’s purpose)___ (6) ________ (articulate a theme/universal idea)___.
Thesis 2:
In the passage starting on page (1) of Candide, Voltaire satirizes the (2) folly/vice(choose one) of (3) (Something to do with war) with the use of (4) (literary device(s) affecting the development of the satire) in order to (5) (state the passage’s purpose) (6) (articulate a theme/universal idea).

Actual thesis to complete:
In the passage starting on page (1) of Candide, Voltaire satirizes the (2) folly/vice(choose one) of (3 & 4) war with the use of an antidote establishing the woman’s buttock as a symbol of a war spoil in order to (5) (state the passage’s purpose) (6) (articulate a theme/universal idea).